a bitching midget

a big midget is becoming angry
and he is bitching.
a bitching midget has reached that
vague stage
where a big midget might otherwise
be called a petite person.
"where do you draw the line?"
a big bitching midget is asking.
"where do you draw the line?"

a man on stilts is saying,
"i have no time for interrogation."
lo, there is something about those stilts.
the big midget is no longer bitching.

a chase is ensuing,
but the big midget is not running
because of his midget legs.
a big midget is again bitching.

the man on stilts is beginning to bitch,
"it is hurting to run on stilts."
a big midget is now saying,
"i have no time for bitching."

the actors reconcile.
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